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Challenge: 

To upgrade the current CCTV system to a HD 

IP platform with the ability to expand while 

intaking old IP cameras from PTZ’s to fixed 
throughout the academy.

Solution:

Provide a High Definition IP CCTV network 

system using clients existing IT infrastructure, 

liaising with the site IT and creating a 

separate VLAN for the CCTV system.  The 

system has the ability for software updates 

which allow for new features and resolve any 

software issues.  Install network video 

recorders across setup with Raid 

Configuration and a Client PC to manage and 

review footage/incidents.  Provide new 

Darkfighter technology for new camera 

locations across the site and utilizing existing 

cameras, which can be replaced or phased in 

for replacement at a later date.

Sonic Security Services awarded CCTV upgrade at King Edwards VI Sheldonheath Academy (KESH) in Birmingham.  

Sonic went through the specified tender protocols competing against the current provider and an 3rd competitor 

and were awarded the upgrade on an old Pelco IP system to a new Hikvision HD IP CCTV.

The sales team successfully demonstrated the Hikvision technology and capability which left the client impressed 

with the image quality.  The system was designed utilising the clients existing IT infrastructure and liaising with 

the IT team on site to create a separate VLAN to manage the CCTV system throughout the site.

The system has the ability to grow without any restrictions and also has the ability to incorporate health and 

safety features such as thermal screening or face mask detection cameras.  

SONIC AWARDED KING EDWARDS VI 

SHELDONHEATH ACADEMY CCTV UPGRADE

Sonic Security Services have been awarded the CCTV upgrade at King Edwards VI Sheldonheath Academy (KESH) 
in Birmingham.  Sonic went through the specified tender protocols competing against the current provider and a 3rd 

rd

competitor we were awarded the upgrade on an old Pelco IP system to a new Hikvision HD IP CCTV system.

cameras throughout the academy.




